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Abstract-- The experimental design incorporated to study the response of a turbulent pressure drop fluctuations to differently shaped longitudinal grooves, involved three conformations or structures being triangular, trapezoidal and spaced triangular grooves with height 800μm. The ratios of the groove height to groove space for triangular were: 1, 0.8, 0.6 and 0.4. Experiments were therefore performed at free stream velocity up to 0.44 m/sec, which were corresponding to Reynolds number (Re) 5.3×10⁴. The development of the obtained turbulent layer downstream of the grooves was then compared with the results from the corresponding smooth wall case. To conclude, the effect of the spaced triangular riblets on the turbulent characteristics seemed to be more pronounced than the effects of the triangular and trapezoidal riblets.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A reasonable amount of effort has been invested in studying the coherent structures in a turbulent boundary layer after the discovery of their prominent role in turbulent shear flows. Elaborate reviews and research can be referred with in Laufer [1], Willmarth [2], Antonia [3], Cantwell [4], Fiedler[5], Blackwelder[6] and Robinson [7]. All of these works provide a better insight and understanding of the working and structures pertaining to turbulent coherent structure.

Core changes towards turbulent structure and statistical analysis prove to be the determining factors of any drag reduction mechanism. As a result of which a varied amount of research has been invested towards the paradigm of manipulation of turbulent flow by applying drag reduction procedures.

The enhancing the flow of submerged surfaces using passive drag reduction techniques attracted enormous numbers of research activities in the past few decades due to its massive industrial and academic impact [8-15]. Among passive means, scientific researchers have much concentration on riblets and their drag reduction technique.

The Prime Concept being the use of a riblet surface, i.e. a surface with longitudinal micro-grooves, to obtain a skin-friction drag reduction by modifying the coherent structures of the turbulent boundary layer has its origin in these studies [15-23].

The most challenging task was determining the controlling drag reduction mechanism for all the researchers worked in this field due to the intensive chaotic nature of the turbulent flow media [24-27]. Generally, several tasks have been focused on during study the influence of riblets on turbulence structure and mean flow.

With optimal shaped and geometry, riblets are capable to reduce the drag reduction. Essentially they can reduce the drag force by approximately 10% when dimensionless rib spacing is 15–17 units [28].

The design of the grooves was meant to alter turbulence in the structures close to the near-wall region [29, 30]. Many investigations have been carried out, concerning the characteristics of modified turbulent boundary layer with riblets [18-23]. Turbulent flows exhibit effects of structured surfaces where they result in an increased surface area that cause a high shear force leading to an increment in pressure drop [31].

Several techniques have been used to measure the drag reduction, velocity and pressure measurements, flow visualization and direct numerical solutions to understand or to get a clue on what really happening over rib submerged surface in turbulent flow.

Wallace [32] reported the flow visualization on riblets for the very first time. This was also proved by the work that was published by Hooshmand et al. [33]. Both of them conducted their experiments on V-groove riblets. There was a minute variation in the structure of the boundary layer. Particles of smoke could be seen emanating from the V-grooves. The horizontal movement as well as the widespread of the reduced speed of the low streaks could be observed to have been dampened by the riblet grooves. Several riblets thereby adjoin with the structure of the wall just as the V-groove riblets.

Choi [34] discussed that in both the instantaneous wall shear stress measurements and the visualization of tapered rectangular riblets, the rectangular shaped riblets were used in to enable putting of a hot sensor in the groove valley. The momentum was noted to be very high on the top of these vortexes. In this, the smaller and the larger longitudinal riblets, all have a similar flow. In the findings of Choi, there was the fact that the tops on the wall shear stress were associated with the effect of the counter rotating vortices that were ran by the high momentum fluid[11].

Bacher and Smith, (1985) highlights the various effects of triangular V riblets on a turbulent wall. In their analysis, the viscous scale that was used was $h^+ = s^+ = 15$. There is
reduction in the lateral activity of the riblets. This is noted at the point where they have the highest effect on $y^+ < 15$. The riblets are very sluggish in their flow and do not show any spreading aspect laterally. It is also important to note that the drag reduction on the riblets cause is estimated to be 0.25%.

Seong [35] illustrate how the optimal factors can be developed through the application of Taguchi technique. The test was for the grooves that are on the top side of the circular cylinders. The study therefore highlighted the extrusive nature of particle image velocimetry an experimental tool that accommodates the collection of multi velocity vectors that are within the fields of flow.

From the study they conducted, there was a variation in the change of wake flow which was caused by the groove separation on the smooth cylinder. This separation is noted at 82 degrees. Tachie et al. [36] in his study, indicated that the coarseness of the ribs has a positive proportionality with the Reynolds stress by raising it as well as the triple velocity correlation. The effects of arranging the ribs adjacent to the turbulent fluid flow. In the study, they reiterate that the when the ribs are aligned in a perpendicular manner, to the side walls, the drag flow aspects are raised by a factor of almost 4.

Pressure is often chosen to characterize fluid dynamics of pipelines and channels. The advantage of using pressure is that it is easily measured, even under harsh, industrial conditions. A pressure measurement system, including pressure sensor and pressure tap, is robust, relatively cheap and virtually nonintrusive, thus avoiding distortion of the flow around the point of measurement.

Yet, the interpretation of pressure signals is far from straight forward. The main limitation in understanding the nature of the pressure signal lies in its intrinsically non-local nature. In that manner, the interpretation of pressure measurements is far more complicated than the measurements of the fundamental quantities. There have been a comprehensive review studies on pressure fluctuations in pipelines [37-42].

Investigation of wall pressure fluctuations in turbulent flow and their effect on a flat plate have been on table of interesting subjects for many years, but yet the amount of research still not covering the full point of view, especially when restructuring the surface of flat plate. Lancey and Reidy [43] have conducted an experiment designed to work in a wind tunnel to investigate the effect of triangular rib surfaces on reduction of wall pressure fluctuations below a turbulent boundary layer. The triangular riblet has been manufactured by 3M Company with a height (h) and peak-to-peak spacing (s) of 0.152 mm for 30.5 m/s free-stream speed. A microphone with 0.762 mm diameter has been used to measure pressure frequency in each side of the tested plate. It was found that wall pressure over riblet have been reduced compare to smooth surface.

Keith [44] has measured the wall pressure fluctuations over triangular riblet in wind tunnel, under a turbulent boundary layer. The triangular riblet had height (h) and peak-to-peak spacing (s) of 0.0045. Two piezoelectric pressure transducers of diameter 2.032 mm. have been placed in the wall. The results presented shows not significantly changed in wall pressure by the presence of riblets.

Choi [45] carried out an experimental study in a wind tunnel over trapezoidal riblets with groove height (h) 1.5 mm and peak-to-peak spacing (s) of 2.5 mm. The wall pressure fluctuations were measured in a modified turbulent boundary layer with riblets and the results were compared with smooth surface. It was found that the riblets reduce the root mean square amplitude of pressure fluctuation by about 4% as also the turbulence near the wall. It seems that the riblets create pools of laterally constrained slow viscous flow in the valleys, and thereby modify the interaction of the wall flow with outer flow. The vertical gradients are thus smeared out, leading to a reduction in skin friction. An investigation was conducted by Dean & Bhushan [46] on the effect of riblets in internal rectangular duct flow. The flow cell has 1 m in overall length from inlet to outlet. It was fabricated in a way could change the duct’s width to either 3cm or 4cm. Blade riblets with groove height (h) of 254 µm with three ratios of height to space equal to 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7 were fabricated. Their results showed increasing in pressure drop for all tasted rib surfaces comparing to smooth surface and no drag reduction recorded. Dean & Bhushan concluded that the reason of rib surface did not show overall benefit in reducing the drag, due to riblets dimensions as presented in their paper not beneficial in duct flow of that nature and dimensional characteristic.

In the present work; a new flow behavior detection technique is introduced through monitoring the pressure drop fluctuation over the structured surfaces (riblets). The new technique will utilize different riblets manufactured for the purpose of this work with different dimensions.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AND MEASURING TECHNIQUES

2.1 Experimental Apparatus

A schematic diagram of our experimental equipment is shown in figure (1). The experiment used. With 10 cm width of square channel through which fully turbulent water flowed, the range of Reynolds numbers was from 13000 to 53000 based on channel hydraulic diameter. Fluctuating pressure measurements in the channel wall were taken with great care to eliminate all vibration in the experimental equipment. Tap water was used and repeatedly changed after each series of tests. A supply tank is rectangular in shape at a height of 520 mm, width of 300 mm and 500 mm in length. Centrifugal pump connected to the tank from the bottom and it has the capability to drive the primary fluid at a rate of 36m³/hr.

Water is pumped from the centrifugal pump, from the supply tank, into the PVC pipes (2 inches in size), then through the test section, and into the supply tank again. A bypass was provided in order to regulate the amount of water being pumped to the channel then to the supply tank again. The square channel of the experimental rig has been designed and fabricated in such a manner that there are four transparent polycarbonate plates with dimensions (2*0.12*0.01)m, which have been used to fabricate the channel.
Acrylic welding was used in fabrication of all the sections of the channel. Acrylic softens the plate surfaces, allowing them to merge and become one part, rendering much more strength to the channel and preventing leakages. The channel easily removed from the system by two side part sections fabricated on trapezoidal shape. The slides have two open ends, square and circle ends which used to connect the PVC pipe to the channel.

Care was exercised to ensure alignment each time this was carried out. Two pressure tabs are placed at the bottom surface of the channel used for measuring the pressure drop. These tabs comprised the test sections, where 0.16m placed at the end for the channel get full turbulence flow. The pressure drop is taken for this section over the smooth plate and rib surfaces. A flow meter that is located in the flow duct to records the amount of water flowing through the rig before it proceeds on to the pressure transmitter. Pressure tap points of 12.7 mm in diameter were provided at the bottom of the channel. Each of these pressure tap holes span more than one groove, depending on the width of the grooves. The pressure drop was measured by the differential pressure transducer.

Fig. 1. Shows the experimental rig.

2.2 Riblets Dimension and Fabrication
The riblets models were fabricated longitudinal to the direction of the stream wise with the characteristic dimensions listed in Figure 2.

The process of manufacturing involved first milling 12 pieces of 160 mm long, 80 mm wide and 8mm thick, flat Aluminium sheets with CNC machine. After machining, the sheets were cut to size of the test section that papered in the square test channels. Then the rib surfaces were fabricated with wire electrical discharge machining (WEDM). The size of the grooves and the length of the test sections were therefore dictated by the size of the cutting wire (150 μm). Figure 2, illustrates grooves that are defined by peak height (h), peak-to-peak spacing (s), groove tips (τ) and groove base (ω) with selected dimensions.

Three different groove shapes have been fabricated and tested: triangular, trapezoidal, and spaced triangular riblets were investigated. Each groove shape has the same groove height (h) equalling 800μm but have different groove space. The triangular and trapezoidal both have same groove dimensions (height and space) except the trapezoidal tip which have been given relatively to peak-to-peak spacing(τ = 0.25). in order to investigate the effect of tips edge on the pressure fluctuation s and turbulent flow.

The spaced triangular riblets have been fabricated in a way where the base of spaced triangular groove(ω) is equal to peak-to-peak spacing(s) of triangular and trapezoidal riblets. More over the peak-to-peak spacing(s) was twice the spacing in triangular and trapezoidal riblets

The main purpose of the present study is to investigate the response of turbulent flow to longitudinal grooves of various shapes and compare the effect of the turbulence structure over smoothed and grooved surfaces with pressure drop measurements.
Fig. 2. Dimensions of fabricated grooves have same heights (h=800 μm)

(A) Triangular riblets (B) Trapezoidal riblets (C) Spaced triangular riblets

### 2.3 Measurements

The skin friction coefficients \( C_f \) and Reynolds numbers \( Re \) were calculated from the wall shear stress and flow rate measurements by using the following equations:

\[
C_f = \frac{2\tau_w}{\rho u^2} \quad \text{and} \quad Re = \frac{u D_h}{\nu}
\]

Where \( u \) is mean velocity \((m/sec)\), \( \nu \) is the kinematic viscosity of water \((m^2/sec)\), \( \rho \) is the density of water \((Kg/m^3)\) and \( \tau_w \) is the wall shear stress in a fully developed pipe flow, as defined by Perry et al. [48].

This equation relates the wall shear stress to the pressure drop during the turbulent flow inside the pipelines.

\[
\tau_w = \frac{\Delta P D_h}{4 L}
\]

(2)

The percentage drag reduction (DR %) is defined as:

\[
\text{DR}\% = \left( \frac{\Delta P_{\text{smooth}} - \Delta P_{\text{riblet}}}{\Delta P_{\text{smooth}}} \right) \times 100
\]

(3)

The diameter used in the calculation of the Reynolds number and friction coefficient is defined as hydraulic diameter \( D_h = \frac{4 A}{p} \), where \( A \) is the area section of the duct and \( p \) is the wetted perimeter of the duct.

### 3. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

#### 3.1 Pressure fluctuation signals over smooth and rib surfaces

Ideally, the effect of longitudinal grooved surfaces on wall-pressure fluctuations can be determined by comparing measurements made on smooth and rib flat plate at exactly the same Reynolds number and surface roughness.

The time series of the pressure: is known to have very distinct specific aspect. The simplest analysis in time domain is to plot a sequence of data points of the measured signal which will give a qualitative description of the time scale and of the complexity of the flow. As far as the signal of the pressure is concerned, which is characterized by random fluctuations that revolve around the given pressure mean value. Turbulent flow is characterized by fluctuations in pressure, acceleration and shear stress, all associated with position and time.
As a result of these fluctuations, the velocity and pressure terms in the momentum and energy equations, shows varied difference. In order to investigate the effects of groove shapes and size on pressure fluctuations three shapes have been chosen to fabricate with same groove height and have different groove space.

The triangular and trapezoidal riblets have groove space of 800, 1000, 1333 and 2000μm to investigate the effect of the edge sharpness on the drag force. But for spaced triangular the groove dimensions was double size of triangular to investigate the effect of the groove space on drag force. Figures 3 to 5 show the pressure drop fluctuations over the smooth and riblet plates at Reynolds number $5.3 \times 10^4$.

To gain deeper understanding of the controlling mechanism of the drag reduction and radical behavior of the grooved surfaces, the pressure drop readings for each surface and the flow rate are simultaneously recorded over 60’s. There are at least two groups of fluctuations that make up the wall pressure. This is according to the suggestion provided by the collective body of results [49-52]. The first group of pressure fluctuation signals is made up of large-scale disturbances that are of low-frequency. Such disturbances come from the surrounding portions of the boundary layer and goes up to within the unsteady potential flow. The large-scale disturbances remain consistently on course with the character of the interface of the potential flow which is outside the boundary layer. On the other hand, the second group of pressure fluctuation is made up of small-scale disturbances that are of high-frequency and are considered to have a relation with the burst-sweep cycle of events. Such disturbances are also noted to follow the wall pressure fluctuations of large-amplitude.

Figure 3 shows the pressure readings at Reynolds number $= 5.3 \times 10^4$ for triangular grooves. The resultant results shows that the pressure drop readings that were performed on the surface are more stable, and that also its turbulence frequency is low as compared to other surfaces. Moreover, most of the pressure drop point lies below the smooth surface pressure drop line with higher irregular or less smooth readings. The structured surfaces tends to portray pressure readings that have higher amplitude, as well as the readings where the smooth surface is tested but their average readings when taken into consideration tends to be a little lower. Statistically, the structured surfaces portrays on an average basis pressure drops that are a little bit lower even though the figures show certain points with higher pressure drop values. This can then be explained by the fact that the reason for the structure surfaces displaying; the low-pressure drop readings is that on the initial phase the pressure drops had to stabilize for a certain period of time before proceeding to return to the same smooth surface readings. The same pattern is reaped for over many period of time explaining the low-pressure drops that are shown on an average basis.

![Fig. 3. Pressure fluctuation time series at Reynolds number $5.3 \times 10^4$ for smooth and triangular riblet](image-url)
The pressure drop in Figure 3 is clearly reduced when the groove space is 1000, 1333, and 2000 μm, with clearly distinguished low stable pressure drop areas. But interestingly to note that those stabilized areas of pressure drop appeared at almost same period of time in those riblets and give an indication that riblets enhanced the turbulent fluctuation.

For groove space 800 μm, the pressure fluctuations tends to shift to the opposite direction or against the direction that the pressure drop readings start to have higher or same amplitude as smooth plate and less stable low reading zones. This is the same principle that explains why a triangular riblet plate with dimensions of 800 μm × 1333 μm tends to exhibit the best performance among all the selected triangular riblet dimensions, as shown in Figure 3. In particular, the frequency and pressure drop of this plate become lower at the same period of time and at the same Reynolds number, relative to those of the smooth plate.

Figure 4 shows the pressure drop reading of trapezoidal riblets with height equal to 800 μm and space 800, 1000, 1333 and 2000μm. The results shows that low-pressure drop zones are always represented as highly non-linear with an increase in groove space. The pressure drop is low when the groove space value was 800, 1333, 2000 μm. But no significant change is observed on the structured surface of size 1000 μm. The trapezoidal riblet plate with dimensions of 800 μm × 800 μm in this category demonstrates the best performance among the selected trapezoidal riblet dimensions.

Applying the trapezoidal riblet to the channel has a way of causing fluctuation in the pressure drop reading as compared the smooth plate. It is also worthy to note that the frequency and pressure drop exhibited become lower at the same period of time and at the same Reynolds number 5.3 × 10^4. In general, pressure signals over the riblets of the triangular and trapezoidal have the same signal pattern behavior and slightly different magnitude and this could be seen when in figures 3 and 4 especially with groove dimension 800 μm × 1333μm which means the tip geometry do not affect significantly the pressure fluctuations.

![Figure 4. Pressure fluctuation time series at Reynolds number 5.3 × 10^4 for smooth and Trapezoidal riblet](image)

Figure 5 shows the pressure fluctuation time series at Reynolds number 5.3 × 10^4 for smooth and spaced triangular riblets. The results show a real and effective riblets performance with very wide and more stable low pressure drop zones that can cover almost the whole testing time period. The spaced triangular riblet plate with dimensions of
800 µm × 4000 µm shows the best performance in reducing the drag reduction among the selected spaced triangular riblets dimensions but the pressure drop fluctuation signals is high compare to the smooth surface. Furthermore, spaced triangular riblet plate with dimension 800 µm × 2666µm shows almost the same sequence period of stabilized areas of pressure drop that appeared in triangular and trapezoidal riblet plate with dimensions 800 µm × 1333µm. Interestingly to note that pick-to–pick spacing of this plate is twice the spacing of triangular and trapezoidal riblet plate.

Figures 6 to 8 show a comparison in pressure drop fluctuations over the smooth and riblet plates at difference Reynolds number. The large peaks that are observed in some points comes’ as a result of the strong depressions experienced in the mode. Each and every strong peak that is experienced in the pressure signal is due to a filament with an extremity attached to the wall passing to the transducer. The consequence of this arrangement is that at the end, all the filaments passing through the transducer have a way of causing a deep peak in the pressure signal. The shape of the signal corresponding to a filament passing directly on the probe reflects its exact present state. The only time that pressure drop experienced in the time series can be deep and narrow is only when the filament that passes through the transducer has recently been formed and assumes a straight shape in its formation. If the filament is undergoing a vortex breakdown, then the overall depression is still deep but is now broader, and the signal exhibits multiple secondary negative peaks.
Fig. 6. The profiles of pressure fluctuation time series under different Reynolds number for smooth and triangular riblet 800×1333μm

Fig. 7. The profiles of pressure fluctuation time series under different Reynolds number for smooth and trapezoidal riblet 800×800μm

Fig. 8. The profiles of pressure fluctuation time series under different Reynolds number for smooth and spaced triangular riblet 800×2666μm

3.4. Effects of Pressure Drop over Smooth and Rib Surfaces

In this study, the Reynolds number from 13000 to 53000 was studied. Figures 9 to 11 compare the pressure drop measured across the smooth plate and all the riblet surfaces tested in the channel and plotted against the Reynolds number, which is calculated using Equation (1).

This start falls in the agreed margin of a Reynolds number that ranges from $1.3 \times 10^4$ to $1.9 \times 10^4$. Typically, any form of any increase in the rate of pressure drop can be arrived upon as the Reynolds number increases. Afterward, the resultant divergence zone is the Reynolds number would be ranging from $1.9 \times 10^4$ to $5.3 \times 10^4$, which is characterized
by the pressure drop of the tested plates continue rising on a
continuous basis.
By contrast also is the fact that the results of the given spaced
triangular riblet dimension is used to demonstrate the
beneficial trend that is always relative to the smooth surface
for the entire range of the tested Reynolds number. A common
trend here is that a decreasing rate in the pressure drop is
always eminent.
Figure 9 is used to show the effect of the selected
triangular groove on improving the flow of water inside the
channel. It is then noted as shown from the figure, that
whenever the Reynolds number is increased together with the
different triangular riblet sizes considered in the experimental
work has the consequent of increasing the rate of the pressure
drop for the tested plates. Two well-defined zones then come
into the picture and can easily be spotted out. This are the
convergence zone where the pressure drop of the triangular
grooved surfaces and that of the smooth surface are close to a
Reynolds number ranging from $1.3 \times 10^4$ to $2.6 \times 10^4$ are
usefully used to depict a steady increase in the rate of pressure
drop as the Reynolds number increases. The other notable
zone is the pressure drops of the tested plates that has a way of
rising on a continuous basis and start to diverge to the
Reynolds number ranging from $2.6 \times 10^4$ to $5.3 \times 10^4$. On
the hand, its worthy to note that the results of the triangular
riblet dimensions are used to show a beneficial trend
compared with the smooth surface for the entire range of the
tested Reynolds number.


\[ \text{Pressure drop comparison over smooth and triangular groove.} \]

Figure 10 shows the effect of the selected trapezoidal
riblet on improving the flow of water inside the channel. The
general behavior is the same as that described in Figure 9.
However, the convergence zone starts with a Reynolds
number ranging from $1.3 \times 10^4$ to $3.3 \times 10^4$, where a steady
increase in the rate of pressure drop is generally observed as
the Reynolds number increases. The pressure drop of the
tested plates in the divergence zone has a way of rising on a
continuous basis to a point that it starts to diverge from the
Reynolds number ranging from $3.3 \times 10^4$ to $5.3 \times 10^4$. One
of the selected dimensions of the trapezoidal riblet, with a
height of 800 μm and spacing dimension of 1000 μm, shows
no beneficial trend relative to the smooth surface for the entire
range of the tested Reynolds number. This is explained by the
fact that an increasing rate in the pressure drop is significantly
noted relative to the range of the tested Reynolds number over
the smooth plate. To sum up it all in a more comprehensive
manner, all the behavior and relation between the pressure
drop and Reynolds number tends to be the same as the ones
that Figures 9 and 10 depicts.
This trend is also evidently true in Figure 11, which shows the effect of the selected spaced triangular riblet on improving the water flow inside the tested channel. The results of the selected spaced triangular riblet dimensions reveal a decreasing rate in the pressure drop compared with the smooth surface for the entire range of the tested Reynolds number.

3.5. Effect of Reynolds Number over Smooth and Rib Surfaces.

The typical results that illustrate the effect of the Reynolds number on the percentage of drag reduction with different rib spaces and different riblet surface shapes, as tested in the channel, are shown in Figures 12 to 14. A comparison of the percentage of drag reduction measured across the selected triangular riblet surfaces tested in channel are shown in Figure 12. Generally observed in all the investigated triangular riblets, the drag reduction percentages initially increase when the flow rate represented by the Reynolds number is increased until some point then drop down and decreasing the percentage of drag reduction. The increasing behavior is due to the decrease in the turbulence degree and interaction degree between the grooved surface and the turbulent structures formed inside the channel. Accordingly, the groove riblets are able to interfere with the turbulent median and to suppress eddies formed inside the channel, which in turn improves the flow. A further increase in the Reynolds number allows the turbulence degree to overcome the effect of the drag reduction ability of riblets, and the curves start to show descending values of the reduction percentage. In this case, the current riblets at that flow rate are
no longer capable of overcoming the chaotic movement of the flow in the channel. At a Reynolds number of $2.6 \times 10^4$, the drag reduction percentage for the triangular riblet with spacing dimensions of 800, 1000, 1333 and 2000 μm is 4%–7%, whereas the drag reduction percentage for triangular riblet with a spacing dimension of 750 μm is 10.8%.

Figure 13 shows a same behavior from that described in Figure 12. This figure shows the effect of the trapezoidal riblet on improving the turbulent flow of the water inside the channel. The relation between the percentage of drag reduction and Reynolds number is smoother than that shown in Figure 12. In general, the curves of the trapezoidal riblet with spacing dimensions of 800, 1333, and 2000 μm continue to increase when the Reynolds number increases. Meanwhile, the curve of the trapezoidal riblet with spacing dimensions of 800 μm x 1000 μm shows no positive percentage of drag reduction. However, the behavior and relation between the percentage of drag reduction and Reynolds number tend to be the same as those described in Figure 12.

The behavior and relation between the percentage of drag reduction and Reynolds number in Figure 14 are the same as those shown in Figure 12. In general, the spaced triangular riblets continue to increase when the Reynolds number increases. Meanwhile, the curve of the spaced triangular riblet with spacing dimensions of 800 μm x 2666 μm initially reaches its maximum at a Reynolds number of $2.6 \times 10^4$ with a value of 12.3 and then starts to decline reaching a value of 8.4 at a Reynolds number of $4.6 \times 10^4$.

Fig. 12. Effect of Reynolds number on the percentage of drag reduction for triangular riblets.

Fig. 13. Effect of Reynolds number on the percentage of drag reduction for trapezoidal riblet.
4. CONCLUSIONS

In general, the spaced triangular riblets continue to increase when the Reynolds number increases. Meanwhile, the curve of the spaced triangular riblet with spacing dimensions of 800 \( \mu \text{m} \times 2666 \mu \text{m} \) initially reaches its maximum at a Reynolds number of \( 2.6 \times 10^4 \) with a value of 12.3 and then starts to decline reaching a value of 8.4 at a Reynolds number of \( 4.6 \times 10^4 \).
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